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Shade Darby, Four Years Earlier

“IT’S THE MONSTER!” Shade Darby cried out, speaking to no one in
particular.
The monster was a girl who appeared to be in her teens, but
was in reality mere days old. She was known the world over
from her first recorded appearance during which she had torn
off a man’s arm and eaten it. While the man watched in shock
and agony.
The girl, the creature, the monster, now covered from head
to toe in blood, stood in the middle of the highway.
There was no traffic on the highway. There hadn’t been in a
year. That was how long the dome had sat astride the 101 at
Perdido Beach, creating the world’s longest detour.
One day the dome had simply appeared, a perfect sphere
twenty miles in diameter which extended down beneath the
ground as far as it rose into the sky. That dome was centered on
a nuclear power plant, but encompassed vast tracts of forest,
hills, farmland, ocean, and almost all of the town of Perdido
Beach, California, which lay at the extreme southern end.
The instant the dome appeared (impenetrable, opaque, and
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utterly impervious to drills, lasers, and shaped explosive
charges), every single person fifteen years of age and older
had been ejected.
Ejected.
They had popped up on the beach, in the road, on lawns, in
homes, in people’s swimming pools. Some had been injured or
killed, suddenly materializing in front of speeding trucks. Some
had drowned, finding themselves without warning a mile out
to sea. A few had materialized in solid objects, with one man
skewered by a lamppost, like a human shish kebab. And some
had been turned inside out, for reasons that no one had
understood then or later.
One of the first scientists to be called to the scene to
explain this incredible, impossible, and yet terrifyingly real
phenomenon was Dr. Heather Darby of Northwestern
University, in Evanston, a suburb of Chicago. She had soon
realized that this would be no overnight jaunt and that the
study of the dome would take months if not years.
So Dr. Heather Darby had flown her daughter out to stay
with her in the temporary housing complex hastily erected
by the military.
For Shade Darby, thirteen years old, it had been wonderful.
First and foremost, there was the beach. Evanston had a beach,
but it did not compare to the long stretches of golden sand
south of Perdido Beach. Then there was the excitement of
being in a sprawling, makeshift compound teeming with
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soldiers and police and scientists and media and, of course, the
Families of the captives in the dome.
The Families. People capitalized it because everyone knew
what that meant. They’d been all over TV, the Families.
Hysterical at first, then angry, and finally depressed and
resigned and hopeless.
But most of all for Shade there was the awe-inspiring,
overwhelming presence of the dome itself. It was a mystery so
profound that no human had yet come close to understanding
it, not even her mother.
Finally, after many months, a decision had been reached in
secret to explode a small nuclear device—that was the official
term; normal people called it a bomb—at the desert-fronting
eastern edge of the dome. It was the very first thing to have any
impact whatsoever on the dome. And the effect it had was . . .
well, the greatest show the world had ever seen, because
suddenly the dome had gone . . . transparent.
When the dome first appeared and ejected everyone fifteen
and over, it was speculated that all those under that age were
still inside the dome, but no one knew for sure. Many thought
the dome might be a solid, a massive ball, like the world’s
biggest ball bearing, just sitting there. But most believed that
approximately three hundred and thirty-two children, aged
fourteen down to newborn, were trapped inside.
Oh, the theories!
The theory Shade Darby liked best was that they were all
5
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inside, all those children. She wanted to believe that some
benign power had taken care of them. Shade, like most people,
hoped that they were all somehow okay.
Then the dome had become transparent, and the world
seemed to freeze in place as every television and news website
on Earth stared through cameras mounted on TV trucks,
drones, helicopters and satellites—not to mention millions of
individual smartphones—at what lay revealed.
The children definitely were inside. They were not okay.
They were not at all okay. They were filthy, starved, scarred in
body and mind, armed with everything from spiked baseball
bats, lead pipes, and kitchen knives, to home-made flamethrowers, shotguns, and automatic weapons.
And there were far fewer than three hundred and thirty-two
still alive.
They stared out through the dome, those wild children, and
the world had stared back.
A savage, descent-of-man, dystopian madness.
And of course an instantly trending Twitter and Instagram
meme. #Dome #PerdidoBeach #LOTF #BubbleKids. And then,
when those inside had managed to communicate through
scribbled notes held up for the cameras, the world learned what
those on the inside called it and a new hashtag was born: #FAYZ.
The mordant acronym FAYZ: Fallout Alley Youth Zone.
But the dome was not the only warping of reality, for it soon
became clear that some of those inside, not all, but some, had
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acquired fantastic powers. Supernatural powers. Comic book
powers. Powers they did not always use for good.
Shade had been there every day since the dome had gone
transparent, watching rapt and often appalled. Her mother had
standing orders for Shade to stay away from the dome, but
Shade was the daughter of two scientists, and curiosity ran very
deep in her genetic make-up. So each day, as soon as she was
sure her mother was occupied, Shade would wrap her toonoticeable auburn hair into a bun and cover it with a cap, then
sneak from the grim barracks down to the dome, joining the
throng of families.
It was the Families that kept it all from being mere spectacle.
The Families would hold up signs. Do you know Monica Cowell?
Is James Tipton safe? Please tell me if my son, my daughter, my
sister, my grandchild is alive and safe.
#NameTheDead.
Many of the parents and grandparents learned that the one
they had been praying for had been dead for months. Dead
from starvation. Dead from animal attack. Dead from suicide.
Dead from murder.
A girl who called herself the Breeze, a skinny, puckish girl
who could move at impossible speeds, wrote signs and held
them up to be seen and photographed.
Sorry, your son Hunter is dead.
Sorry, your daughter Carla died eight months ago.
Sorry. Sorry. Sorry.
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Life had not been peaceful inside what the media and the
authorities and even the President of the United States called
the Perdido Beach Anomaly. PBA. PBA lacked the bitterly dry
humor of FAYZ, which solemn adults thought too glib.
Anomaly: something that deviates from what is standard,
normal,

or

abnormality,

expected.

Synonyms:

irregularity,

oddity,

inconsistency,

peculiarity,
incongruity,

aberration, quirk, rarity. “PBA” was safe and bloodless and
sounded scientific, but Shade knew that all it signified was,
“We don’t know.”
Theories? Lots of theories. But understanding? There was
none of that.
Shade had watched it all, heard the cries of grief, seen the
tear-streaked faces. It was sickening but fascinating, and
impossible to look away from.
Inside the dome, frightened children huddled close to their
side of the transparent force field. Two very different worlds
stared at each other, like monkeys in a cage, though which side
were the monkeys was not at all clear.
Outside the dome, parents held up signs to be read by sixyear-olds armed with butchers’ cleavers and gnawing on raw
fish. Ten-year-olds sat sullen and listless, drinking from
whiskey bottles. And nothing could be done. The atmosphere
outside was thick with sadness and despair. But beneath all that
sadness and despair, at a discreet distance where they could be
hypocritically denied, were excitement and anticipation.
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It was the greatest show on earth.
Shade sat cross-legged on the folded blanket she brought,
arm’s length from the dome wall. Just beyond, right where she
could have shook their hands if the barrier were gone, sat half a
dozen kids, ranging from toddler to teen. More behind them,
and more still stretching north and south. Refugees unable to
cross the invisible border. Dying while the world watched with
morbid fascination.
It was strange and disturbing, being so near, seeing everything
yet hearing nothing. A few days earlier, Shade had been in this
same spot eating a cereal bar and the kids on the other side had
watched her every bite with a predatory intensity. They had
salivated like dogs. Shade had not made that mistake again.
Then had come rumors of a terror to dwarf all others in the
dome. A terror called Gaia, though the signs held up inside
the dome used half a dozen different spellings. Guyuh. Gayu.
#Gaia.
Dozens of fake Gaia Twitter and Facebook and Instagram
accounts under that name, all finding the notion terribly
amusing. Until the tape.
At the instant of transparency, at the moment the nuke had
detonated, the dome’s force field had failed for just a split
second. A young man named Alex, an adult of sorts, had been
attempting to climb the dome. In that instant of transformation,
the dome had flickered and he had fallen through, becoming
the only adult inside. His bad luck.
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It had been his arm that Gaia had torn from his body.
She had then cooked the flesh with a blast of searing light
from her hands, and ripped the medium-rare flesh, chewing
and swallowing as the man named Alex lay traumatized and
weeping at her feet. This event had been caught on video. The
video practically burned down the internet as everyone on
planet Earth not living in a cave or a coma, watched it in
appalled fascination.
That had taken a lot of the fun out of #GaiaForPresident.
It was that girl, that monster Gaia, who now appeared at the
south end of the dome, covered in blood and burns, her
clothing rags.
Shade Darby’s phone rang, making her jump. Her mother
of course. She knew why her mother was calling. Dr. Heather
Darby was making sure her daughter was safe in the barracks,
because Heather Darby, at that moment just a hundred feet
away in a tent crammed with scientific equipment, knew her
daughter did not always listen to her.
Shade let the call go to voicemail. No way was she leaving.
No way was she going to miss this. The show was approaching
its climax, Shade could sense it. Something big was coming.
There came the chime of a text. Shade did not even
look at it.
And then as Gaia stared balefully down at the huddled mass
of frightened children pressed against the dome wall, she raised
her hands.
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“Shade! Shade Darby!” Her mother’s voice was barely
audible above the rising swell of voices as people cried out
and pointed.
Gaia raised her hands and beams of light, so bright that
Shade could scarcely look at them, stabbed from Gaia’s
upraised palms into the crowd of children pressed desperately,
hopelessly inside the dome.
For what felt like slow-ticking minutes, Shade stared in
disbelief. Children were sliced through by the beam of light.
Children burned. A boy no more than seven years old melted
like a candle in a microwave, burned and melted, and from
Shade’s throat came a rising wail, a scream, and all around her
screams and bellows of horror, and then it had all risen in
pitch, because sound did not escape the dome . . . but light did!
“Shade!”
Gaia’s killing beams scythed through the children in the
dome, but stabbed as well through the transparent barrier.
Laser light burned cops, tourists and media. It burned the
Families. It burned the tacky souvenir stands with their plastic
dome keychains.
People became herd animals, a mass of wildebeest spotting a
lioness springing from the tall grass. People recoiled, backed
away, saw the person standing beside them decapitated, and
ran in sheer panic, all reason gone, shoving and climbing over
each other as those deadly beams swept left and right, and
people were cut down as they ran. Arms and heads dropped
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away like macabre litter, torsos ran two steps before toppling
over. Seared human meat smoked and sent up a nauseating
barbecue smell.
Shade felt her body tingling, felt her heart seem to stop then
speed up, felt the echo of her own screams inside her head as
she lay face down, hugging the ground, but never looking away.
She never once looked away as trapped children, their mouths
open in unheard cries of despair, died before her eyes, died so
close she would have felt their last breath.
Then behind Gaia came a creature that seemed almost to
be made of gravel. It barreled down the hill, heavy and
awkward, a boulder with thick legs and windmilling arms. It
slammed into Gaia and sent the blood-drenched monsterchild flying. There came a ragged cheer from the onlookers
crawling on the ground like Shade, or cowering at what they
hoped was a safe distance behind emergency vehicles and
National Guard Humvees.
Inside the dome a handsome boy with dark hair and a
commanding air appeared. He was improbably armed with
a shoulder-held missile, like something from a news report of
distant war. He leveled the missile and fired it at Gaia. The
missile flew, leaving a trail of smoke and sparks, traveling a
short distance and missing its intended target. It exploded
silently against the inside of the barrier, a dozen feet above
Shade’s head. She recoiled in reaction, pressing her face into
the dirt, hands over her ears though there was no shock wave.
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The explosion inside the dome shattered the stone creature,
stripped the outer covering away, leaving, for just a moment,
an almost human shape. A boy. But a dead boy. He fell
alongside dozens of others, and bloody Gaia howled silent rage
and brutish laughter.
She was, Shade thought, the most amazing creature she
had ever seen or imagined: fearless, insane, evil, and powerful.
A demented young goddess. Fascinating.
Beyond Gaia, the boy who fired the missile seemed to shrug.
They were speaking, Gaia and the dark-haired boy, an almost
normal-seeming conversation. Others on the inside looked on,
tense, but keeping their distance. The boy was a teenager not
that much older than Shade herself, but he did not have
youthful eyes.
Then came a blast of light so intense it burned Shade’s
retinas, blinding her temporarily. She rubbed her eyes and
blinked, and when she could see again, both the dark-haired
boy and bloody Gaia were ashes.
And suddenly Shade heard new sounds, from a new
direction, from inside! Screams. Cries. Moans of pain and the
gibbering of pure terror. She smelled the smoke of the burning
forest at the far end of the FAYZ. She smelled the final,
sickening excretions of the dead so near at hand. She smelled
the brackish odor of freshly spilled blood.
A dead child sagged forward and lay across the line of the
dome wall, hand outstretched, almost touching Shade.
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The dome was . . . gone!
A panicked mob of the starved, filthy, ragged, scabbed,
heavily armed inhabitants of the Perdido Beach Anomaly
rushed heedlessly out into the world. Dozens of them clambered
madly over their own dead and wounded friends. One in her
panic kicked Shade’s head, stunning her. Shade tried to rise to
avoid being trampled, and a girl, no more than ten or eleven
years old, raced screaming by, swinging a machete at imaginary
pursuers. The blade caught the side of Shade’s throat.
No pain, not at first, just shock as Shade pressed her hand to
the wound and gaped as it came away red to the wrist.
She sank back on the ground, wanting to cry for help,
wanting to call to her mother now, her mother who no longer
cried her name.
Shade felt suddenly dizzy, woozy, feet and hands not
working quite . . . She rolled onto her back and looked up at
the cloudless sky. Strange. The sky. Blue. She felt the rhythmic
pulsing of her lifeblood escaping the confines of her arteries.
She blinked. She thought the word Mom, and fell swirling
down into unconsciousness.
Ten minutes later, Shade woke to find herself lying on a
gurney, flashing lights everywhere, her vision blurred, head
pounding, needles in her elbow, a blood-pressure cuff around
her wrist, thick bandages around her throat. An EMT squeezed
a bag of plasma to force the lifesaving fluid into Shade’s
collapsing arteries. Shade, barely clinging to paralyzed,
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nightmarish consciousness, blinked furiously to clear her
vision, and focused at last on a black plastic body bag. And on
the gloved hand of the fireman pulling the zipper up.
Up and over her mother’s face.
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